
IT’S NOT THE GUNS: America’s left-wing culture of DEATH and self-mutilation is
a FACTORY that produces mass shooters

Description

USA: In the wake of the mass shooting yesterday in Uvalde, Texas, we must remember that on the
very same day, over 2,700 human babies were murdered in America via abortion factories,
according to reliable abortion estimates.

The same Leftists who demand abolishing the Second Amendment by falsely claiming it will stop
shootings also celebrate the mass slaughter of human babies as they’re being born… or even after
they’re born, via “post-birth abortions” that the Left celebrates. (See Abortions.news for full coverage.)

Don’t pretend for a second that the Left cares about the lives of children.

What they care about is stripping armed Americans of their last remaining line of defense against
tyranny: The Second Amendment. Left-wing Marxists and tyrants know that if they can successfully
take away firearms from the American people, they can then run whatever totalitarian scenarios they
want, including rounding up conservatives and throwing them into concentration camps under
the cover of an “outbreak.”

If Americans give up their guns, the radical left-wing fascists will treat the American people in the same
way Australia’s government treats their citizens: Like prisoners in a giant prison camp.

Australia has just announced two years in prison for anyone breaking covid rules.

 

Firearms in the possession of citizens gives pause to tyrants. This is the entire point of the Second
Amendment — the idea that if the government becomes too tyrannical and dangerous, that armed
citizens might put a stop to the government terrorism being carried out against the people. That’s why
the Founders included the Second Amendment in the Bill of Rights.
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Never give up your guns. Not under any circumstances. To do so is to surrender to a murderousregime
of criminals and tyrants.

The REAL cause of mass killings and murderous rage

The real cause behind mass killings in America is abundantly evident: Programming of kids through
pop culture (media, Hollywood, music, violent, graphic video games), indoctrinating them with themes
of satanism, self-mutilation (transgenderism), baby killing via abortion and invoking emotional rage
against others. And if a child or teen begins to wake up and think outside the box, they get dosed with
psychiatric drugs to keep them in line.

These are all things which are taught by the political Left in America today. The message to children
and teens is crystal clear: Your life doesn’t matter at all. (This stands in contrast to the conservative,
pro-Christian message which is that “Every life matters, including yours.”)

So if murder and self-mutilation is the message being pounded into the heads of children and teens,
should be really be surprised when this twisted, demonic culture produces mass murderers who
recognize no value in the lives of the innocent?

Our own government values no life at all. They invest in bombs and weapons of war. They set up
false flag operations to murder innocent children in order to score political points (Oklahoma City
bombing, anyone?). The FDA harvests the organs of murdered babies to use in medical experiments,
all funded by your taxpayer dollars. Don’t pretend for a second that the government values life and
wants to protect the innocent. They murder the innocent on a routine basis in order to enrich and
empower themselves.
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